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The definitions of feeling and emotion and can they be Trusted? 

Proverbs 28:26, Jeremiah 17:9 
 

So how do we manage our emotions so they are not the driving force for our actions? Corinthians 10:5 
 

1. Check your Emotions—Check those thoughts/feelings that are destructive 

 
2. What are you thinking? Identify your thoughts 

BELIEFS—THOUGHTS—FEELINGS—ACTIONS--KINGDOM IMPACT 

You believe that things will never change---your thoughts that there are no brighter days ahead, that 

life will never be good again---you feel despair, hopeless, sad--- which leads to isolation or worst case 

scenario, suicide—and the impact has life altering effects on those close to you. Our actions also 

effect the kingdom---Saul for example. 

 
Scripture is the source of TRUTH and if we think on the TRUTH then our emotional responses will be 

controlled by TRUTH not lies from Satan. 

 
A way to find out What We are Thinking is do the ID test from Philippians 4:8 your thoughts by 

asking: 

Is this thought true or just my perception of truth? Or better yet, what the enemy has convinced me is 

truth. 

Is this thought honorable, noble, or is it thinking the worst about someone, giving no benefit of the 

doubt or no grace? 

Is this thought right? Or what I think I heard her say or what I think they are thinking about me? 

Is this thought pure, in line with God or is it full of immorality, hatred, malice, slander? 

Is the thought lovable (pleasing or amiable) or gracious or is it full of anger, revenge? 

Is the thought of good repute or admirable or is it critical or crude? 

Is the thought praise-worthy, invoking praise to the Lord, excellent or full of discontent, grumbling, 

thankless? 

 

Dobson in His book Emotions, Can you trust them? Provides another test. 
 

When testing thoughts/emotions they should be carefully evaluated by four specific areas: 
 

A. Scripturally- does what you are feeling or the emotional response move you to do something that is 

contrary to what the Bible says either about you or what you should do? 

 
B. Right -Is my thought/emotional response right? Or is it out of my emotions that can’t be trusted? 

Scripture tells us what right thinking looks like and it will more than likely be contrary to what you are 

feeling. 

 
C. Reasonable-God gave us the ability to reason through with good judgement and common sense. 

Satan often wants us to respond impulsively which often defies reason. Is my response reasonable or 

based on a feeling? 
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Choose to Change so that your emotions/feelings don’t rule you! 

1. Recognize that you have a choice 2 Cor. 10:5 

A. Allow a Mind Makeover-Romans 12:2 

B. Remove the old way of thinking that arouses negative feelings by confessing sin. 

C. Reconnect with the Spirit. Call upon the Lord to transform your thinking. Romans 8:5-6, 

Colossians 3:2 

D. Replace negative thoughts/emotions with the truth of Scripture-Truth about you, the 

situation or other people or God! Hebrews 4:12 

FOCUS on the Goal, to be like Christ in all our emotions, thoughts and actions. 
 

FOCUS. Here are Steps to help us FOCUS: 
 

1. Forget the behind- Phil. 3: 13b, Hebrews 12:1b 

2. Think Forward-straining -reaching forward- toward what lies ahead… 

3. Focus-“fixing our eyes on Jesus, the author and Perfector of faith, who for the joy set before Him, 

endured the cross, despising the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.” 

a. Fixing our eyes=to look away from everything else and concentrate on one thing. Requires a 

mental action! 

b. Focus on the goal-Christ and being like him! 

c. Focused on the person-the Perfector of our faith 

d. Focused on His passion-the joy set before Him enduring the cross, despising the shame-his 

love for us- which motivates us to follow. 

e. Focused on His position-“at the right hand of God” which is our destiny as well, heaven our 

eternal home. 

 

Resources: 
 

Emotions, Can You Trust Them? By Dr. James Dobson 

Get Out of Your Head By Jeannie Allen 

Lies Women Believe By Nance Leigh DeMoss 

Me, Myself and Lies By Jennifer Rothschild 

Seeing With New Eyes  By David Powlison 


